ABSTRACT This research was performed to investigate the ability of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to evoke the deeper areas of the brain with a minimal impact on non-target areas. To reach this goal, a novel core design in a semi-hexagonal shape with the arrow tips was utilized to collect a magnetic field in the selected target region. In addition, a new circuit topology was presented to generate stimulative pulses with optimal amplitude, frequency, and duration. For the first time in this research voxel resolution was proposed and exploited to evaluate the TMS system accuracy. To study the induced potential in different parts of the brain and its related resolution, a custom-made recording electrode and a micromanipulator were employed. They provided the linear movement in all Rostral/Caudal, Dorsal/Ventral, and Medial/Lateral orientations. The ARM cortex-M microcontroller managed the stimulation and recording sessions. After performing the finite element analysis, the researcher developed a prototype of the proposed system and tested it in vivo on the intact WAG/Raj rat. The results showed that spatial resolution could be significantly enhanced by employing the proposed TMS concept. The outcome of animal trials have raised some hopes to apply the knowledge of this article in the clinical contexts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) is a non-invasive neuro-stimulation technique which makes it possible to induce an electrical field in the brain. This field can then induce an excitation (depolarization) or inhibition (hyperpolarization) of neurons by an induced eddy current. Many researches have already shown that the TMS has promising therapeutic effects on a variety of neurological diseases such as chronic pains, schizophrenia, motor skills, autism, anxiety, dyslexia, migraine, etc. [1] . In many of these diseases, the cortex plays a major role making it often the target of a TMS treatment. But in deep brain diseases such as Parkinson, tremor, Tourette Syndrome (TS), addiction [2] , epilepsy, and dystonia [3] , a therapeutic benefit of the TMS has not been strongly confirmed due to lack of access to the deep areas of the brain in conventional TMS systems.
In many deep brain diseases, electrode implantation in deeper nuclei has been performed. The deep brain stimulation (DBS) is one of these treatments. The effects of the DBS on the symptoms associated with diseases such as dystonia, Parkinson, and essential tremor is shown in [4] , [5] .
However, the DBS requires a critical surgical procedure which is invasive and expensive. Possible complications related to the surgery include the side effects of the anesthesia, scalp infection, or the erosion of the electrode causing reduction in the electrode implantation of beneficial effects [6] .
These complications of the invasive procedure have led to a substantial increase in studies around the therapeutic effect of the TMS in the deeper brain areas. The long term histological effects of the magnetic stimulation in neural tissues are shown in [7] . These effects can continue for several weeks after the therapy session. It means that limited stimulation sessions would be needed in the TMS therapy.
There is a wide range of literature on the TMS and evaluation of their therapeutic effects [8] - [10] . The brain magnetic stimulation is typically supplemented with coils and air core that biased with high di dt pulse. The coil is far from the area of stimulation, so tissue connecting to artificial materials and their related side effects can be eliminated.
Despite these successes of the TMS, there are some critical limitations associated with the applications of these methods. For example, although it is often desirable to limit stimulation to a specific nucleus, it is so difficult to prevent a wide activated region. Such stimulation can lead to unwanted side effects which caused to the proposed conceptual change in an ''invasive'' and ''non-invasive'' meaning in the neuroscience rehabilitation [11] .
Using micro coil for the micro-magnetic stimulation (µMS) was proposed in [12] and [13] , but the main advantage of the TMS which is non-invasive treatment is violated with micro-coil implantation in the target area. The figure-8 coil can generate a concentrated magnetic field near the coil center [14] . Although sharply focused fields can deeply penetrate into the brain, large electric fields must be induced to the scalp and unwanted areas. An H-coil is another design that can concentrate the magnetic field. Unfortunately, this coil produces an under threshold field across the scalp, but no improvement in the field focuses [15] , [16] . There have not been successful reports for the figure-8 coil or the H-coil for the targeting deeper areas, e.g. hippocampus, dorsal cochlear nucleus, or basal ganglia's nucleus because of the quick decrease of the magnetic field strengthen with distance and unwanted region stimulations. Hard trade-off is observed in the TMS in focality of the brain region and the depth of penetration in the conventional structures.
Deng et al. have investigated electric field depth/focality in 50 different coil designs [17] with numerical simulation. To quantify the penetration depth and the field focality, halfvalue depth (d1/2) and tangential spread (S1/2) were defined respectively. According to the results of this article, single coil, double coil, and multi coil designs which have an air core could not improve the field depth/focality tradeoff, but inserting a ferromagnetic core in these coils could increase the field focality without scarifying the penetration depth. For example, the ferromagnetic core in the H1-coil and the stretched C-core can improve the filed focality up to 6% and 46% respectively. Since the simple structures of cores were examined in this article, it is expected that different core shapes can enhance the field depth/focality profile positively.
A novel system is proposed in this research to bypass the mentioned shortcomings of the TMS. The main goal of this research is to stimulate the selected deeper areas of the brain in the high resolution. The stimulation of the deep brain nucleus by the magnetic field cannot directly be tested on the human subjects without successful animal trials; therefore, a laboratory prototype of the proposed concept was designed and tested on a WAG/Raj rat.
A conceptual diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1 . The special coil and core was designed to concentrate the magnetic flux in the desired nucleus. A pulse generator circuit supplied a high di dt pulse to impulse the stimulation core. A controller circuit was used by ARM STM32-Cortex M3 IC's to manage the pulse maker circuit with the power device driver interfaces. A controlling and monitoring block is an interactive finger touch page that a user can select the desired nucleus in the brain to evoke. 
II. DESIGN APPROACH A. PRINCIPLES OF THE SEMI-HEXAGONAL COIL WITH A LAMINATED SILICON STEEL CORE
We proposed a semi-hexagonal coil with a laminated silicon steel (3% Si, 97% Fe) core plate for enhancing the magnetic flux density that could concentrate on the narrow area. Because the magnetic permeability of the silicon steel plate is higher than that in the air, the magnetic field generated by the coil was strongly reinforced. The vertically laminated core decreased the eddy current generation, power losing, and exaggerated heating in the core.
According to Faradays' law, the extracellular electric field in the neural tissue is related to time-varying magnetic fields generated by an alternating current through a coil, as shown in equation 1. An induced field can evoke action potential in the neuron membrane.
where the ∇ × E is the curl of the induced electric field, B is the magnetic field. The electric field and the related intracranial electrical current were induced by the timevarying magnetic field. The magnetic field in the solenoid can be calculated by equation (2) .
where µ r indicates the relative permeability of a core, µ 0 is the permeability of an air, N is the number of the turns, L is the coil length, and I is the passing current from the coil. So an increase in the core permeability is an effective way of increasing the magnetic flux in the target nucleus. The proximal distributed permeability (µ aprx ) of gap between the core and targeted tissue is calculated by equation (3) .
where l g is the gap length of the core, the tissue and MPL are the magnetic flux length in the path [18] . The magnetic field can be calculated by the ampere's law knowing the currents enclosed by a path with a high degree of symmetry such as a stimulation coil in this design. Magnetic field (B) would be equal to L c is the mean path length from coil to the target tissue; therefore, a short path length will produce large activation potential. Two coils in the 90 degree angle between tensions were utilized as a stimulation coil. Silver cable was selected to decrease parasitic resistance. The magnetic circuit model of core magnetic behavior was used in the designed process of the stimulation core. This model of the semi-hexagonal core is shown in Fig. 2 . where R Core is the reluctance of core, R apex is the total reluctance of flux path and core apex, R tissues is the total reluctance of stimulated tissues, and F is the magneto-motive force of the circuit. This force is equal to the effective current applied to the core, or
An applied magneto-motive force causes flux ( ) in the relation of equation (6) 
The total reluctance of a circuit can be expressed as
In general, the magnetic flux through a surface S can be calculated as = s B.ds (8) where B is the magnetic field, ds is a differential unit of the surface area. To analyze the apex effect in the flux path, core apexes edges were approximated to a uniform stepped area (Sn) where 'n' converge to infinite. The reluctance of each area will be parallel with other areas, so R apex is calculated by equation (9) .
Flux density vector is perpendicular to each plan of the area (Sn) if the flux density is constant throughout the area; equation (8) is summarized to
By comparing equation (10) with equation (6) and (4), the reluctance of each step will be
From Equation (3), the approximately distributed permeability will be reduced in the side steps (µ aprx < µ r ) and will be close to µ r in the center (µ aprx ∼ = µ r ). Two important details come to light when we use this approach. First, from Equations (3) and (11) , side reluctances of the core apex are larger than the centered reluctance (R centered < R sides ) due to the leakage flux density in the side areas and small lc path. Second, from equation (6), smaller reluctance in the center of the apex can produce larger magnetic flux and then sides of the apex, so the field focality strongly improves in the center of the core apex.
B. FEM SIMULATION OF COIL AND CORE
Solving the fundamental electromagnetic problems directly with finite element methods (FEM) can provide answers for desired points of a physical model. The proposed coil and core were modeled and simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3 software. A linear solver with a relative error of 1.0e-6 was used in all models. For every structure, the repetitive 1 Hz r-TMS was used as an intervention pulse. The brain and surrounding media model that was used in this research includes skull, scalp, cerebrospinal fluid, gray matter, and white matter. Electrical properties and thicknesses were taken from the literature [19] - [21] .
During simulation, the stimulation core, coil, and modeled rat's head were located in the air. The 3-D FE model of the brain tissues and the surrounding media consisting of five conductive layers were selected. The cylindrical model was taken for geometrical modeling of the rat scalp, skull, and cerebrospinal fluid. Due to the considering of electrical conductivity values and preferential directions for all layers above the target area, the secondary field [22] arose from charge accumulation in these layers and it was examined by the FEM software.
A small cube in dimensions of 1.2 × 1.2 × 0.8 mm 3 voxel was selected for modeling the white matter nucleus. The gray matter was assumed as the layer around the white matter voxels. If the induced electric field in the inside of each cube is higher than the neural activation threshold, this voxel will be known as a stimulated voxel. The final value of the voxel resolution will be determined by the total volume of the cubes. The value of 100V/m was selected as a neural activation threshold [23] , [24] .
Firstly, for investigating the core effect in the TMS system, the double coil with the air core was selected for the simulation. 1KA current was passed through the stimulation coils with 6mm diameter. Fig. 3 (a) presents a stream line view of the induced electric field in the air and the brain model generated by this configuration. As shown in equations (6) and (11), the magnetic flux will be at the peak in a low reluctance path, so the induced electrical field can be little concentrated. will be activated in this structure. Furthermore, this configuration spreads the activation areas for undesired regions, so good selectivity is not accessible.
As shown in Fig. 3 (b), although a moderate resolution is achievable in a low coil diameter, trade-offs between the concentration and the coil diameter will be handled. It means that a poor resolution is accessed in a high coil diameter; however, wide excitation volume in the undesired brain area is unavoidable. Conversely, the moderate resolution is detected in the low coil diameter, but the induced electric field in this structure is not enough for excitation. This occurs due to sharp decline of the electric field away from the coil.
Subsequently, the double coil with a semi-hexagonal core was formed for the simulation. The laminated silicon steel plate in a semi-hexagonal shape with the arrow tips was used as a core material. Like the previous structure, the coil diameter was 6mm and 1KA current was passed through the stimulation coils. Fig. 4 (a) presents stream line views of the induced electric field in the air and brain model. As shown in equations (6) and (11), the magnetic flux is at the peak in the low reluctance path, so the induced electric field concentrates in the core apexes intersection. Fig. 4(b) shows the activated area contour in the stimulation of the semi-hexagonal core shape. It is obvious that the electric field induced in the brain is equal to the collection of the field induced by each coilcore branch. Details of the induced electric field along the Rostral/Caudal axis from the surface of the rat's scalp to the other side of scalp are demonstrated in Fig. 4 (c) when the coil diameter is swept.
If Fig. 4 (c) is compared with Fig. 3(b) , it is easily recognized that the semi-hexagonal core shape can compensate for the decreased electric field in the targeted area and it prevents the undesired area excitation. Fig. 4 exhibits that the designed core and coil can stimulate the smallest region of the brain and a deeper nucleus will be activated in a good resolution. This core with a particular structure prevents the accumulation of the electric field just in the superficial layer of the head and brain. The secondary electric field which is produced on the surface of the head models can be seen in figure 4(b). The effect of this field is restricted because of the small size of the coil/core branch.
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It is important to mention that core saturation is the key limiting parameter of the induced field in the high current due to magnetic flux density's limitation in the core material. So the induced field will not be necessarily increased by increasing the current which passed through the stimulation coil. But limitation in the maximum induced field has an advantage of activation of the neural cells without any risk of accidental seizure and brain tissue damage in a high current.
FIGURE 5.
Voxel resolution of the double coil with a semi-hexagonal core when the coil current and the coil diameter are swept.
In Fig. 5 , voxel resolution of the proposed structure is depicted when the coil current and coil diameter (and accordingly core diameter) are swept. As shown in this figure, resolution will be better if the coil diameter and stimulation pulse is lower and vice versa. This means that focality and selectivity will improve obviously with the decrease in the coil radios or stimulation current. The large coil diameter or current amplitude causes a magnetic flux scattering and decentralizes the induced electric field. Reducing the coil diameter (and accordingly reducing the core diameter) should not cause any core saturation.
C. PULSE GENERATOR AND POWER DEVICE DRIVER
Intervention pulse parameters such as the amplitude, frequency, and duration have not been fully accessed in the conventional TMS devices [25] . These parameters change the induced electric field and the characteristics of the neural response and behavior [26] . In this research, a novel structure is introduced which can adjust pulse parameters over a wide range. The pulse maker circuit should have the ability to communicate with a designed resolution measurement setup which is not possible in commercial equipment. The key components of the proposed pulse generator are given in Fig. 6 .
The modified LCR (Inductance-Capacitance-Resistance) pulse discharge circuit is suggested to produce a waveform with a damped sinusoidal shape. A pulse generator consists of a high voltage and a high power capacitor bank which is discharged in a stimulation coil. A capacitor bank consists of two groups of parallel chemical capacitors. The C1 capacitor group is charged to a positive voltage (VC1) and the C2 capacitor group is charged to a negative voltage (VC2). A specially designed insulating transformer (Tr) was used for providing galvanic isolation. This transformer prepared proper protection ensuring a safe operating system in case of electrical fault. For adjusting the pulse amplitude, a high voltage switching circuit was utilized. The main function of this stage is to rectify and convert the DC voltage stage (VC1 and VC2). The electric field force induced by the stimulation coil to target nucleus is proportional to the voltage applied to it, so the voltage amplitude plays a major role in the transcranial stimulation. For this purposes the SCR is an excellent choice to obtain the essential amplitude changes. The value of stimulation voltage on the target nucleus depends on the SCR firing angle (α). The average of rectified voltage (V rec ) is given by
where V peak is the peak voltage of an input waveform, α is the firing angle and c 0 and c 1 are constant values. Therefore, the rectified voltage could be controlled by the firing pulses. This topology of SCRs and the capacitor bank can save and produce double input amplitude. The SCR is turned on by applying a trigger current pulse to the gate terminal; it can be turned off when the anode-cathode current reaches zero [27] . Thus, the SCR switch can only adjust the pulse amplitude and pulse frequency and its duration cannot be controlled with this device. For adjusting the frequency and duration (in short pulse width modulation or PWM), the discharge system employed an insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) switch. Unlike an SCR, the IGBT could be turned off from the gate's terminal regardless of the currents passing through it. Furthermore, the width of the electric field could be controlled by the timing of the IGBT (Q). According to the Faraday's law, in an inductive load of electrical circuits where the sudden interruption of current flow occurs a sharp rise in the voltage across the IGBT happens. So in this system the simple rectifier diode (D) was utilized to suppress snubs between the IGBT and the stimulation coil. A power device driver (PDD) was used to control the IGBT and the SCRs. The PDD included optocouplers and power MOSFETS to turn off the power semiconductors. Control rules came from a local microcontroller block. This block established the communications with a measurement setup. The proposed pulse generation was simulated using the PSCAD 4.2.1 professional software. Fig. 7 depicts the coil voltage versus SCRs firing angle at the IGBT switching moment, total parasitic resistances of the silver cable and IGBT in mode (Rpar) are modeled with 0.1Ohm. The stimulation coil inductance was modeled with 9micro henry. As shown in Fig. 7 , a firing angle of SCRs has a reverse proportion with voltage amplitude. Type of stimulation, sub-threshold, threshold, or suprathreshold is determined with this angle; therefore, the firing angle must be well chosen to achieve acceptable stimulation values.
Finally 1Hz r-TMS current pulse train is shown in Fig. 8 when the SCR firing angle is swept. The IGBT switching period was 1second and it was repeated for 10 seconds. 
III. IMPLEMENTATION
All the blocks are shown in Fig. 1 are implemented to reconfirm the performance of the proposed TMS. Coils/core fabrication are discussed as follows.
A stimulation coil is made of a silver cable with a diameter of 2.12 millimeters. Laminated silicon steel was preferred for core material. With the laminated core plate, the applied electric current to the coils could be reduced, thus it prevents the heating of the TMS coils without any need for cooling structures. A coil diameter was produced in 6 millimeters and heat-shrink tubing was placed over the silver coil for electrical insulation. The inductance of each coil was measured 9µH. A high current ceramic connector with zinc-plated steel screws and nickel-plated brass was utilized to connect a pulse generator to stimulation coils.
These connectors are able to achieve a high pin current density without the problem of equipment heating. A practical implementation of the stimulation circuit is shown in Fig. 9 and it is discussed as follows. Although the proposed pulse generator topology looks like simple, passing of very high current from the stimulation coil requires an accurate and precise component selection. To ensure electrical safety of the operator, isolated transformer devices were located in the main power input of the entire system. Furthermore, for additional safety, all the circuit was mounted in a grounded metal plate.
The charging block mainly consists of two SCRS 900V/150A (Semikron, Germany) on heat sinks. This SCRs were triggered from optocouplers and power MOSFETS. For the typical TMS parameters (transient peak voltage <1kV, surge current <3kA), the IGBT was executed with a 600 V/265A module (Semikron, Germany) with an internal antiparallel diode. These devices can withstand a surge of pulsed currents several times more than nominal value of their rating. To avoid power device failure caused by thermal run away, an effective cooling system is crucial. Passing of the surge current through power semiconductor modules produced a high heat level; therefore, to remove heat generated in these devices, all power electronic components were located on a heat sink cooled by forced air in the cooling tunnel. Thermal grease was utilized for mounting power electronic devices on the aluminum heat sink. This grease would reduce thermal resistance of interface. The energy storage capacitor bank was implemented with four high-voltage pulse surgeproof capacitors (Kendeil, 4700µF, Italy and GXAHitachi, 6800µF, Japan) consisting of two groups of parallel chemical capacitors. A custom-made power device driver was used to control power electronic devices. The PDD includes optocouplers and power MOSFETS to turn off the IGBT and SCRs. As shown in Fig. 9 , a local controller was employed to manage this driver and monitor on a working condition of PDDs. The explained PDD provided turn-on and -off time of about 11 microseconds. The general control of the system and the PDD's local controller was done digitally by an ARM cortex M3 microcontroller. Fig. 10 shows this TMS monitoring and control module. This processor contains a high-performance 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 RISC core and runs at a frequency of 72 MHz. RS232 serial protocols were used for communication between the PDD and this board. For operator convenience, an interactive finger touch graphical LCD was employed to select the desired brain area. Information needed to generate targeted intervention pulse is available in the ARM Flash memory. This data is obtained using the COMSOL software simulation and an eggshell/albumen bench test which will be explained in Part V.
IV. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
To evaluate the performance of mentioned systems, a custommade bench test was fabricated. The entire system can be broken into six main parts which contribute to the pickup micro coil, filtering, signal amplification, analog to digital converter, and micromanipulator. Fig. 11 shows a conceptual diagram of the proposed bench test.
First of all, to pick up the induced field in target area, we purchased a commercial RF 0603 inductor (L0603CR10JRMST, KEMET Electronics Corporation, USA),100nH, Q(100MHz) 18, 0.65 DC resistance, selfresonant frequency of 1000MHz as a seed point. This micro inductor works like a magnetic antenna. For a simple coil, Faraday's low can be interpreted as equation (13) .
where V i (t) is the voltage induced in a micro-coil having N turns, A is the coil cross sectional area and is the magnetic flux passing through a coil. Due to the characteristic differences of the micro coil and the brain tissue, such as relative permittivity, magnetic permeability and electric conductivity, a necessary change in stimulation pulse has been done to achieve measurement results comparable with simulation outcomes.
Next block in the bench test is the input filter which helps to diminish the ac noise presented on the pickup coil. It is composed of a common mode passive low pass filter as well as a differential-mode filter. As an induced potential signal is low amplitude, the differential amplifier boosts the low strength signals allowing effective ignorance of the common signal.
Before the signal enters the A/D converter, an anti-aliasing or a low-pass filter will be required. Without this filter, spectral overlapping will occur and the signal will become corrupted beyond recovery. To avoid aliasing, the slope of frequency to response the filter has to be sharp. So the Fourthorder Sallen-Key Butterworth low pass Filter was utilized. This filter is made of two cascaded second-order Sallen-Key filters. Moreover, a desired gain can be applied to the output signal. Using notch filter eliminates, the researcher picked up the 50 Hz supply noise by the micro coil. Finally an A/D converter converted the amplified clean signal into digital values. The input signal was sampled at 1MHz at a resolution of 10 bits per sample. Before starting the measurement procedure, we calibrated the fabricated measurement system by commercial flux meter (FW Bell Model 7030).
To measure voxel resolution in millimeter accuracy, the designed and fabricated micromanipulator was deliberately utilized. The digitally controlled manipulator is able to linearly move at steps of 400 micrometers in x, y, and z axes. Required displacement in x and y axes will be achieved by shifting test platform and the desired displacement in the z direction will be possible by moving the excitation electrodes. So a stimulation electrode and object under stimulation can precisely move. Servo motors were selected as an electronic actuator of the bench test. A digitally automated bench test system offers high accuracy in the voxel resolution measurement due to a close loop connection between motion, measurement, and stimulation equipment.
V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Performance evaluation of the constructed TMS device was done in two test methods: the bench test and in vivo. The results of the bench test were utilized to improve the system's parameters. The test procedures for each method are illustrated in the following.
A. BENCH TEST
The performance of the constructed TMS system was evaluated with an eggshell and albumen that are modeled the skull and brain tissue. The validation of similarities between an egg and the brain tissue has been investigated in details at [28] . A point is marked on the eggshell as Bregma that is used as the reference coordinate. First of all, a pickup micro coil was placed in an egg 3.6mm inside from the surface. Core apexes were located 8.4mm distant from the egg surface. The micromanipulator moved the egg in x and y directions by 400 micrometers step. The stimulation circuit was shot 2 times at each point. An average of induced potential was assumed as a final value. Fig. 12 shows the result of the described test procedure. The outcomes of this test indicate that the maximum induced voltage can be focused in an 800×1200 micrometer surface. The induced voltage in the neighboring areas of the center is less than 61% of the maximum value. Therefore, we can conclude that the least amount of stimulation will happen in adjacent to the targeted nucleus. To calculate 3-D resolution, the amount of induced potential was measured when the electrode distance was swept in the z axis. The distance of the stimulation core and the micro coil was swept from 6.4mm to 10mm to the eggshell (10 steps). The initial position of the core arrowheads was 6.4mm distant from the egg. At every displacement, the stimulation core was shifted 400 micrometers up. In addition, for every displacement in the z-axis, 9 moving in the directions of x and y had been done to measure the induced potential value at all the neighboring sides. The steps of x-y displacement are 400 micrometers. Each target was shot two times; therefore, a total of 180 measurements would be performed to determine the spatial induced voltage. The average of induced voltage for each displacement is shown in Fig. 13 . Notably, the volume of each sphere represents the magnitude of the induced voltage. The measured values indicate that the central potential is dramatically decreased in the previous and next steps of targeted points. The induced voltage in the first eighteen neighboring areas of the center (in +z and −z direction) are less than 66% of the maximum value and are 43% of the maximum value in the second neighboring.
B. IN VIVO TEST
The main goal of the in vivo test is to validate the spatial resolution of designed system. For this goal the fabricated recording electrode which contains the micro coil was implanted to a hippocampus nucleus of an experimental animal. After that the surgery transcranial magnetic stimulation was started. A micromanipulator moved the excitation electrode and the rat holder. The presented structure in Fig. 11 is employed for measuring the induced potential.
1) SURGERY
The test was executed with a male WAG/Rij rat of 300gr body weight and 6 months old. The animal was kept in laboratory conditions with 12/12 hours light and dark regular cycle. Food and water were freely provided and the cage temperature was fixed on 22 ± 2 • C. All instruments had been sterilized prior to the surgery. In all test procedures, experimental Animal ethics of Tabriz University of medical sciences have been respected.
The selected rat was anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (60mg/kg) and xylazine (20 mg/kg) using a 0.5mm needle. The scalp was wiped with 70% isopropyl alcohol and shaved with scissor, and then the rat's head was fixed in the stereotaxic instrument rig. A Bregma and skull flat point was selected as a reference point of landmark. The atlas of Paxinos and Watson [29] was studied to obtain stereotaxic coordinates of a Hippocampus (Coordinates: ML=2.4mm, AP=−3.12mm, DV=3.6mm). To prevent damage to the top brain media, an electrode was inserted at an angle of 30 degrees; therefore, the new coordinate was calculated for the region of interest. A Lidocaine spray was used to avoid a possible local pain. Above the targeted point, 1.1mm diameter was drilled with a rotary tool and a sterile drill bur. Drilling was done carefully to prevent damage to the cortex tissue or cracks in the skull.
The recording electrode was connected to the stereotaxic arm and slowly inserted in the drilled hole. A mixture of dental cement was applied around the electrode and skull carefully, and then the researcher waited until it was completely set for fixing recording electrode. Fig. 14 shows the in vivo test procedure for implanting the recording electrode. 
2) TMS AND RESOLUTION MEASUREMENT
Following the surgery, the magnetic stimulation and a resolution measurement process was started. Due to the impact of metals on the magnetic field pattern, the use of conventional rat head holder equipment is not possible in this test. So, the specially designed structure made of poly acrylic plexi-glass was utilized. The stimulation pulse amplitude was selected in the sub-threshold value and a limited number of repetitions were applied for each target (just 2 shot) because if the induced potential had been able to excite or inhibit any area, it would have been possible to observe an unexpected spike in the implanted electrode and the normal activity in each area would have been lost.
After the animal placement in the rat holder and micromanipulator, the stimulation shot began. To locate the micro coil in the focal point of magnetic flux, a closed loop system was performed to adjust the position of the rat, the position of the coils/ core, and the stimulation pulse variables. The STM32-ARM microcontroller managed all parameters. Fig. (14-d) presents the head holder and rat position under the stimulation coils/core.
So after positioning, we studied the precise function of the proposed system to induce a low-frequency pulse (LTD-like effect [31] ) and a high-frequency pulse (LTP-like effect [31] ) in the targeted tissue. To investigate this hypothesis, 1Hz and 6Hz repetitive pulse were applied to the stimulation coil and the induced potentials of implanted coil were measured. Each stimulation session contained 150 stimuli. Fig. 15(a) represents a part of the recorded voltage in the Hippocampus area. Regarding the values of the measuring data, the desired pulses in accurate frequency and amplitude was obtained in the targeted tissue.
To find the amount of voltage in the neighboring area, manipulator shift work was started. As the eggshell/albumen test was conducted, the manipulator moved the rat holder and coils/core in Rostral/Caudal, Dorsal/Ventral, and Medial/Lateral directions by 400 micrometers step. The stimulation circuit was shot 2 times at each point (for 5.2mm displacement in each direction; 4394 data must be recorded and processed). The final value in each point could be obtained by averaging the induced potential in micro coil. We show 3-D distribution of the induced potential in Fig. 15(b)-(d) mentioning that the targeted point is marked with a black circle.
We observed the high amplitude of the induced potential in the targeted area in each axis which was sharply reduced in the vicinity of the targeted point. The average failure rate in estimating induced potential value in the targeted area and adjacent areas were <6% due to accumulation of interstitial fluid around the micro coil. Since the micro coil was inserted in the rat's brain just to sense the induced potential, it is predicted that elimination of the measuring device could increase the accuracy of the system. According to the sensed voltage in the center and neighboring area of the focal point, a 1.152 mm3 voxel resolution value is measured. Based on the measurement results, we can conclude that selected tissue of the brain is targeted in high accuracy and the amount of stimulation received by the tissue surrounding the target area cannot evoke them.
VI. DISCUSSION
Deep brain magnetic stimulation shows some putative clinical advantages in patients with major depressive and bipolar disorders. Owing the importance of the selectivity in magnetic stimulation, we found it necessary to discuss the spatial resolution in transcranial therapy systems. Obviously, if the ability of choosing the target region improves, a careful examination of the stimulation effect in the brain nucleus can be feasible. After manufacturing the high 3D-resolution TMS equipment, precise treatments with minimal side effects will be possible. Since the clear criteria for the resolution of the magnetic stimulation system have not been provided to date, concept of voxel is used to define the meaning of the spatial resolution.
In this research the design and testing of new principles in the TMS system is provided to obtain high voxel resolution in the selection of evoked nucleus of the brain. To aim this issue, a new structure of the core shape was introduced which could collect a magnetic field in the desired point providing the high precision. A Semi-hexagonal core shape with arrow tips significantly increased the concentration of magnetic flux in targeted tissue. Laminated silicon steel can reduce the eddy current loss in the core and it prevents exaggerated heating in the core. A stimulation pulse generator circuit was implemented with high voltage SCRs and IGBT semiconductors, so the frequency, duration, and amplitude of the intervention pulse would be easily adjustable. The efficiency and management of the entire system was carried out by a high performance ARM microcontroller.
Core and coil topology have a significant effect on the concentration of the magnetic flux. The essential function of the semi-hexagonal core shape is the flux concentrating in the target area. Obviously, core permeability can effectively increase the magnetic flux in the desired point, so producing sharply focused fields that can deeply penetrate the brain is accessible with the proposed structure.
The obtained data in this research demonstrates that the brain nucleus can successfully receive an intervention pulse without a direct interaction between the target nucleus and the stimulus source. In addition to the semi-hexagonal core shape, using two coils is helpful for the magnetic flux concentrating along the center line from the coil apex to the deeper brain region. The stimulation pulse also has a strong role in selectivity of the brain nucleus, but there is a sensitive trade-off between penetration depth and core saturation, so the current amplitude should be chosen carefully.
Before in vivo trials, a fabricated TMS system was verified in an eggshell/albumen bench test. A designed micro manipulator provided the possibility of resolution measurement in a 3-D space. An implanted recording electrode and a micro coil also made it possible to sense the induced voltage with high accuracy. Given that stimulation of the sub-thalamic nucleus has many therapeutic effects [32] , the voxel resolution to evoke STN was investigated in the eggshell/albumen bench test specifically. For this purpose the recording electrode was placed in the STN coordinates and the intervention pulse was injected to the stimulation coils. Measured resolution was 1.152 mm3 which was equal to the in vivo test of hippocampus.
We investigated the fabricated TMS system performance by stimulating the subcortical brain tissue. To reach this aim, we focused on the WAG/Raj rat hippocampus area. After performing the necessary surgery in the animal brain, the researchers implanted the recording electrodes in the target nucleus. According to the outcomes of our study, the results of animal trials and the eggshell/albumen are closer together with accuracy of 6%. In addition, voxel resolution was measured 1.152 mm3 by the fabricated TMS and measurement setup. Due to the easier displacement of the micro coil inside the eggshell/albumen in comparison to the animal brain, a different stimulation paradigm can be tested and validated such as a targeted zone, coils/core placement, stimulation pulse parameters, etc. Directed multiple experiments on the eggshell/albumen confirmed that spatial resolution will be fixed in the different areas of the brain. Because of the small size of the core, the optimal size and shape should be selected carefully to consider the core saturation. This limits the minimum size of the core and accordingly the resolution.
The penetration depth of the electric field for the seven different coil configurations (Helmholtz, Animal Halo, solenoid, circular, figure of eight, Slinky and ''V'' coil) was investigated by Rastogy et al. [16] . For this aim a mouse brain was heterogeneously modeled and the electric and magnetic field was simulated with SEMCAD software. The results of this article expressed the penetration depth of 1.5-9.2 mm into the brain and the stimulation area had been discussed based on different regions of the brain. Qualitative discussions about evoked regions of the brain in this article did not provide any valuable information about resolution and selectivity of the brain tissue. In some coil/core structures, approximately 90 percent of the brain was stimulated. According to the obtained data in this study, the trade-off between the depth and evoked area with conventional coils were not easily customized. A main bottleneck of all coil structures was the stimulation of a large region of the brain and low ability to the target selection. About standard concepts issued in this paper, major methodological questions regarding the TMS resolution in 3-D space has not been investigated yet.
Fan et al. introduced a novel TMS Structure which contained primary and secondary ferromagnetic cores [33] . The depth of field penetration was adjusted mechanically by the angle of each core and 1-5cm penetration range was accessible. Measuring the induced field was done by a gauss-meter in a projection axis, but measuring methods and brain models were not specified. It is clear that the one direction measurement did not have the ability to express the field focality. The accuracy and resolution of the proposed structure was not reported clearly in the article. According to the paper outcomes, the induced magnetic field at the center of the structure was a little more than 88 percent of neighboring area points and slowly reduced at the adjacent sides. Therefore, a high selectivity resolution could not be expected from the proposed structure. Consequently, a high resolution structure of our proposed TMS system was obviously beneficial in the selectivity of the brain tissues.
Tufail et al. have already investigated the transcranial pulsed ultrasound for the brain stimulation [34] . As reported, they reached a resolution of 2mm in the lateral direction. Although the spatial resolution was discussed in this article, just the lateral resolution was measured and only an estimation of 3mm 3 spatial resolution was considered. A comparison of the spatial resolutions demonstrates that we achieved the voxel resolution approximately 3 times better than the ultrasound stimulation offered by Tufail et al. Although this research indicated that the ultra sound waves had a stimulated effect on the neuronal systems, the outcomes indicated that ultrasound waves with frequencies above 5 Hz may not be useful for the neural stimulation. It means that generation of high frequency waves for LTP-like effect is not possible in an ultrasound stimulation system, but low and high frequency stimulation can be easily provided in the magnetic intervention systems.
VII. CONCLUSION
There has been a substantial increase in using neural stimulation for the nervous disease treatment. However, the side effects of invasive intervention have caused a tendency to use transcranial stimulation methods. According to the former coil structures that were presented in references, spatial resolution was not investigated carefully due to a low resolution in the proposed topologies. The main aim of this VOLUME 5, 2017 research was to design and validate a novel structure that accurately projected the magnetic flux with high selectivity and without evoking the undesired area. For this purpose, we focused on designing a new stimulation coil and core which could concentrate the magnetic flux in a targeted location. According to simulations done in finite element methods, a semi-hexagonal core with arrow-shaped tips can satisfy the requirements. To obtain the demanded stimulation pulse, a novel circuit which contained high voltage SCRs and IGBT semiconductors were designed and fabricated. In these blocks, trade-offs between penetration depth and excitation volume were well handled to optimize 3-D targeting and voxel resolutions. Validation of the proposed structure was confirmed in an eggshell/albumen bench test and an intact WAG/Raj rat test. In animal trials, a custom-made recording electrode which contained a pickup micro coil was implanted in the Hippocampus nucleus and the induced potential was recorded. A fabricated micromanipulator allowed an optimal change in a coils/core and a targeted tissue location in Rostral/Caudal, Dorsal/Ventral, and Medial/Lateral directions by 400micrometers step. An effectual 32-bit Cortex M3 ARM microcontroller was selected to manage the stimulation and recording sessions. By sending a 1Hz and 6Hz repetitive pulse, the frequency and amplitude of the received signal in Hippocampus was sensed in the targeted area. Finally, we successfully measured the 1.152 mm3 spatial resolution by the proposed TMS system. The FEM analysis and in vivo test results proved that the suggested TMS structure is a powerful investigational device for the high resolution brain stimulation.
